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About This Game

We believe that the power of VR can help solve real world issues by putting you into other people’s shoes. Or in this particular
case, a wheelchair. Experience the world from the different perspective and help us battle inaccessibility in Ukraine!

Features:

True story and interactive narration
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The story is written and voiced by (the very much real) Dmytro Schebetyuk who suffered spinal injury that bound him
to wheelchair but hasn’t stopped him from having a full life. He shares his thoughts, cracks jokes and sarcastically
comments on your acions and failings.

Unique locomotion system
Push the wheels with your hands and try to keep balance of the wheelchair in VR. Turns out it’s even harder than it
looks!

Wacky gameplay
The game does not focus on disability but rather on fun situations being in wheelchair puts you in.

Charity cause
Profits from the game are donated to Dostupno UA initiative that supports accessibility programs and films video blogs
about infrastructure and life of people with disabilities in Ukraine.
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Title: Wheelchair Simulator VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
ViRa Games
Publisher:
ViRa Games
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 SP1 or greater

Processor: Intel i3-6100/AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti/AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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wheelchair simulator vr

I like the new update it feels like the future. Seems like a decent enough bullet hell with a bit of twist. Unfortunately, horrid plot
can easily sap the enjoyment out of it. If you're willing to skip it and just go for gameplay, the game might give you a bit of
enjoyment.. The mix of poker and MTG is fun! Plus, I worked on this game!. A starting note that the play time does not reflect
game length or completion time as I often leave games running whilst off doing other things.

A Vampyre Story is a fun point and click game that whilst not breaking any moulds of the genre it's characters and dialogue I
thought were witty and memorable and had me laughing out loud a fair few times. It also looks good, but the animations can
sometimes 'stick' shall we say, although this is not a big issue.

Any fans of P&C's will not be diasapointed in what this has to offer, although not the most challenging game out there, the
puzzles aren't ludicrously obscure as they can be in some other titles and range from simple to medium difficulty.

A couple of notes the game might need tweaking a little to run on newer systems but a quick search and you can find the simple
information needed. Also I would add that you should try to 'Pick up', 'Talk to', etc every object as mentioned above the dialoug
was for me the best part of the game. Lastly use the right click button when changing screens or rooms as Mona, your character,
does walk slowly and using RC will skip the walking.

Overall a enjoyable experience - 3.5 (bordering on 4 at times) out 5.. if you are bored and nothing to do .. play ZUMA :)
. No control options is the best thing EVER! Now I dont have to mess with using a controller or even a wheel cuz I just don't
have the ability to! No more mucking around with "PRETTY" games either this one is all gameplay. About the gameplay? Well,
I tell you, Don't bother with any of these complicated games with gas, brake, HAND brake, views, FUN... Wow, it's just too
much hassle to learn how to steer anything these days so this game gets it right it just does away with anything other than the
BARE essentials! Go, stop, shoot the challenge guns and jerk violently to one side or the other, who needs anything else? The
track design is just THE most amazing! Imagine a racing game you have to actually figure out where the track is! Ya, I know
right? It's great it's like you get a free adventure game all included! Don't wast a single penny on this ♥♥♥♥ing travesty. Buy a
good game instead.... Great game and great story, one of the best platformers ive played in a long time. Highly recommended.
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Wayward Souls is a great game that I have been looking forward to for a few years now. Originally this game was created and
designed for mobile devices, (Don't let that throw you off from buying this, this is more than a port) and was promised a PC
port for 2 years. We have finally received this port, although I would say its much more like an update and port in one.

All in all Wayward Souls plays well on PC. Being able to use a controller makes playing the game a lot easier and the updated UI
is nice to see. Players also (finally) get access to the long-promised 7th character, the Paladin.

So far I've only talked about Wayward Souls being enjoyable and a good port, but not about its gameplay. The game plays like a
roguelike where you pick 1 of 7 characters and venture into the dungeon. Unlike most roguelikes this game uses a chapter
system, beat every stage in the first chapter and you can then go to the second. This means that you only need to beat a chapter
once with each character, instead of having to retry from the first stage on a death. Each character goes through the chapters and
explores their own story inside the game, with all stories eventually leading to a similar conclusion.

Each character has slight differences in their gameplay, but the general gameplay of a character is the same. You have access to
a general attack with each character, a charged attack, and 2 specials (Some characters have one special and an action like a
dash). Generally one of the special is for offense and the other for defense. Characters may also use their charged attack which
costs energy, a gauge which slowly recharges over time. Specials also cost ammo, a resource which is found on defeated
enemies or in boxes.

Characters also gain access to special items to help them. Items are one-time use and found inside crates. A character can hold
up to 4 items at a time. Most items either unleash a damage spell or buff the character in some way.

Wayward Souls also has an upgrade system inside it. When in a run you may come across an object that allows the player to
upgrade either their weapon, a special, or for some characters a passive or charged attack. Upgrading will select the weapon for
you and pick 2 possible upgrade paths. In general, there are about 5 upgrades for each weapon and special with them being
different for each character.

While those upgrades are only effective for the current run, there are permanent upgrades to your character. During runs, you
will obtain coins, which can be spent on the main menu for character upgrades. These upgrades only affect the selected
character, excluding the last character upgrade which applies to each character.

All in all Wayward Souls is a great game and an even greater port. This version of the game should appeal to any player looking
for a new and fairly difficult roguelike to spend their time in.. It's just another Zombie wave shooter. There is some comedy and
the main catch is that you need to drink while shooting zombie and drinking blurs your vision and makes you see double. It's
just not special enough. There must be better wave shooters.. good old tetris & it's variations
-too bad no one online. Ok so i downloaded this game as a single player time waster, i like it a first and getting around was
interesting. but the more times i died helped me to map out the maze and i was then easily able to complete it easily :/ monsters
where scary at first but as you can out run them and they don't reallly deal any killing blows i just found it easier to get him by
them whilst running past.

Also the main menu to the game needs a bit of work done to it as some of the options like gallery didn't work and it felt like i
joint a garry's mod game with a servers menu glued to my face.

overall its a good game to waste a couple of hours but once you know the maze you can speed run it.. Even though I did
complete it, wont recommend it.

+ art
+ voice acting

- mediocre story
- stupid combat, few tweaks to mechanics could made it much better
- ai is garbage, did not lose single fight whole game
- skills are garbage, and are autocasted, making unrubed cards without skills better, since they dont waste mana
- mana starved, unless you have cash/super rare cards, otherwise stack your deck with 3 mana cards
- buffers are useless, work same way as range 2 and usually have lower stats
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you can just looks up card covers online and save yourself time playing this.. servers offline XD. it's a fast paced side scrolling
pixel game. i wouldn't say it is a survival game really cuz you only need to build one fire per biome to cook meat to eat. and it is
a poor platformer because 90% of the time the platform to the golden eggs are literally too tall and there is no way to progress. I
guess since it is a new game i don't expect too much but eh idk not really worth $9 at the current state. This is really, REALLY
early in development XD great potential, very beautiful! But you must understand it´s a raw piece. The water does not move,
there is no footsteps and sometimes hitting stuff makes a sound, sometimes it does not. I have only spent about 20 minutes in
game, and I have already witnessed two wild boars stuck together, a bird sitting on ground SHRINKING until it vanished and
stones hanging on trees. :) Gonna be wonderful later on, but ATM it's...well, EA
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